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Abstract—The study of the use of mobile Apps plays an important role in understanding the user preferences, and thus provides the
opportunities for intelligent personalized context-based services. A key step for the mobile App usage analysis is to classify Apps into
some predefined categories. However, it is a nontrivial task to effectively classify mobile Apps due to the limited contextual information
available for the analysis. For instance, there is limited contextual information about mobile Apps in their names. However, this
contextual information is usually incomplete and ambiguous. To this end, in this paper, we propose an approach for first enriching the
contextual information of mobile Apps by exploiting the additional Web knowledge from the Web search engine. Then, inspired by the
observation that different types of mobile Apps may be relevant to different real-world contexts, we also extract some contextual
features for mobile Apps from the context-rich device logs of mobile users. Finally, we combine all the enriched contextual information
into the Maximum Entropy model for training a mobile App classifier. To validate the proposed method, we conduct extensive
experiments on 443 mobile users’ device logs to show both the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach. The
experimental results clearly show that our approach outperforms two state-of-the-art benchmark methods with a significant margin.
Index Terms—Mobile App classification, web knowledge, real-world contexts, enriched contextual information

1

I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the wide spread use of mobile devices in recent
years, a huge number of mobile Apps have been
developed for mobile users. For example, as of the end of
July 2013, there are more than 1.9 million Apps and 100
billion cumulative downloads at Apple’s App store and
Google Play. Indeed, mobile Apps play an important role in
the daily lives of mobile users. Intuitively, the study of the
use of mobile Apps can help to understand the user preferences, and thus motivates many intelligent personalized
services, such as App recommendation, user segmentation
and target advertising [17], [19], [20], [29], [34].
However, the information directly from mobile Apps is
usually very limited and ambiguous. For example, a user’s
preference model may not fully understand the information “the user usually plays Angry Birds” unless the mobile
App “Angry Birds” is recognized as a predefined App category “Game/Stategy Game”. Indeed, due to the large number
and high increasing speed of mobile Apps, it is expected
to have an effective and automatic approach for mobile
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App classification. Nonetheless, one may argue that some
mobile Apps are associated with predefined tags or descriptions as metadata in the App delivery platform (e.g., App
Stores) and these data can be directly used for recognizing the latent semantic meanings. However, these data may
be difficult to obtain by the third party services, especially
in the case that there exist multiple App delivering channels and it is not able to track the source of a mobile App,
such as the practical scenario of the Android ecosystem.
Also, those tags are usually not very accurate to reflect
the latent semantic meanings behind the use of mobile
Apps. For example, a security mobile App “Safe 360” is
tagged as “Business” in the Nokia Store [3], which is obviously too general to capture the latent semantic meaning
for understanding the real App usage.
Indeed, mobile App classification is not a trivial task
which is still under-development. The major challenge is
that there are not many effective and explicit features available for classification models due to the limited contextual
information of Apps available for the analysis. Specifically,
there is limited contextual information about mobile Apps
in their names, and the only available explicit features of
mobile Apps are the semantic words contained in their
names. However, these words are usually too short and
sparse to reflect the relevance between mobile Apps and
particular categories. For example, Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the number of mobile Apps with respect to the
name length in our real-world data set. In this figure, we
can observe that the distribution roughly follows the power
law, and most Apps only contain less than three words in
their names.
To this end, in this paper, we propose to leverage both
Web knowledge and real-world contexts for enriching the
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the number of mobile Apps with respect to the
name length in our real-world date set.

our approach outperforms two state-of-the-art benchmark
approaches with a significant margin.
Overview. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief review of related
works. Section 3 presents an overview of the proposed
approach and some preliminaries. In Section 4, we give
the technical details of extracting Web knowledge based
features and real-world contextual features, respectively.
Furthermore, we also introduce the machine learning model
for training App classifier. Section 5 shows the experimental
results based on a real-world data set. Finally, we conclude
this paper in Section 6.

2
contextual information of Apps, thus can improve the performance of mobile App classification. According to some
state-of-the-art works on short text classification [9], [11],
[23], [25], [27], an effective approach for enriching the original few and sparse textual features is leveraging Web
knowledge. Inspired with those works, we propose to take
advantage of a Web search engine to obtain some snippets
to describe a given mobile App for enriching the textual features of the App. The leveraged Web search engine can be
a general search engine such as Google or the vertical App
search engine provided by an App store. However, sometimes it may be difficult to obtain sufficient Web knowledge
for new or rarely used mobile Apps. In this case, the relevant real-world contexts of mobile Apps may be useful.
Some observations from the recent studies [14], [17], [19],
[28], [29], [31] indicate that the App usage of a mobile user
is usually context-aware. For example, business Apps are
likely used under the context like “Location: Work Place”,
“Profile: Meeting”, while games are usually played under the
context like “Location: Home”, “Is a holiday?: Yes”. Compared
with Web knowledge, the relevant real-world contexts of
new or rarely used mobile Apps may be more available
since they can be obtained from the context-rich device logs
of the users who used them in mobile devices. Therefore,
we also propose to leverage the relevant real-world contexts of mobile Apps to improve the performance of App
classification. To be specific, the contributions of this paper
are summarized as follows.
First, automatic mobile App classification is a novel
problem which is still under-development. To the best of
our knowledge, we are one of the first attempts to study this
problem. Furthermore, we are the first to leverage both Web
knowledge and relevant real-world contexts to enrich the
limited contextual information of mobile Apps for solving
this problem.
Second, we study and extract several effective features
from both Web knowledge and real-world contexts through
the state-of-the-art data mining technologies. Then, we propose to exploit the Maximum Entropy model (MaxEnt) [7],
[22] for combining the effective features to train a very
effective and efficient App classifier.
Finally, to evaluate the proposed approach, we conduct extensive experiments on the context-rich mobile
device logs collected from 443 mobile users, which contain
680 unique mobile Apps and more than 8.8 million App
usage records. The experimental results clearly show that
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Automatic mobile App classification is a novel application
problem, however, it also can be regarded as the problem
of classifying short & sparse texts. Short & sparse texts are
very common in real-world services, such as query terms
and SMS, which often contain limited and sparse textual
information for utilizing. Compared with traditional text
classification tasks, classifying short & sparse text is very
challenging and thus attracts many researchers’ attention.
For example, Phan et al. [23] proposed to leverage hidden
topics to improve the representation of short & sparse text
for classification. The hidden topics are learnt from external data set with seeds selection to avoid noise, such as
Web knowledge. Sahami et al. [25] proposed a novel similarity measuring approach for short text snippets, which
can also be proven by a kernel function. Specifically, this
approach utilizes a Web search engine to enrich original textual information, which can be leveraged for short & sparse
text classification. Furthermore, Yih et al. [30] improved the
measuring approach by exploiting an additional learning
process to make the measurement more efficient. Broder et
al. [9] proposed to extract information from the top related
search results of the query from a Web search engine, and
Shen et al. [27] studied using a Web directory to classify
queries. Cao et al. [11] proposed to use Web knowledge for
enriching both the contextual features and local features of
Web queries for query classification.
Indeed, some of above techniques can be leveraged for
our App classification task. For example, recently, according to Cao’s work [11], Ma et al. [20] proposed an automatic
approach for normalizing user App usage records, which
can leverage search snippets to build vector space for both
App usages and categories, and classify App usage records
according to the Cosine space distance. Compared with
these works, the work reported in this paper does not only
comprehensively take advantage of more Web knowledge
based features but also leverages the relevant contexts of
mobile Apps which reflect their usage patterns from user
perspective.
In recent years, with rapid development of mobile
devices, many researchers studied leveraging real-world
contexts to improve traditional services, such as personalized context-aware recommendation [17], [19], [29], [34],
context-aware user segmentation [20] and user contextaware tour guide [14], [28]. As a result, researchers have
found many user behaviors are usually context-aware, that
is, some user behaviors are more likely to appear under
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Fig. 2. Example of the mobile App taxonomy.

a particular context. For example, Cao et al. [10] proposed
an efficient approach for mining associations between user
App usage and real-world contexts. A different metric to
count support is developed for addressing the unbalanced
occurrences of App usage records and context data. Bao
et al. [6] studied leveraging unsupervised approaches for
modeling user context and App usage. In this work, the raw
context data and App usage records are first segmented and
then modeled by topic models. Ma et al. [20] studied how to
leverage the associations between contexts and user activities for discovering similar users with respect to habit by
addressing the sparseness of such associations. Inspired by
these works, we argue that the types of mobile Apps that a
user will use may be relevant to his (or her) contexts. Thus,
in this paper we propose to leverage the relevant contextual
information of mobile Apps for improving the performance
of App classification.

3

OVERVIEW

Here, we introduce several related notions and give an
overview of our mobile App classification approach.

3.1 Preliminary
• App Taxonomy. To recognize the semantic meanings of
Apps, we can classify each App into one or more categories according a predefined App taxonomy. Specifically, an
App taxonomy ϒ is a tree of categories where each node
corresponds to a predefined App category. The semantic
meaning of each App can be defined by the category labels
along the path from the root to the corresponding nodes.
Fig. 2 shows a part of the App taxonomy used in our
experiments.
• Search Snippets. In our approach, we propose to leverage the Web knowledge to enrich the textual information
of Apps. To be specific, we first submit each App name
to a Web search engine (e.g., Google or other App search
engines), and then obtain the search snippets as the additional textual information of the corresponding App. A

Fig. 3. Snippets in the result pages from Google.

search snippet is the abstract of the Web page which are
returned as relevant to the submitted search query. The
textual information in search snippets is brief but can effectively summarize the corresponding web pages. Thus, they
are widely used for enriching the original textual information in the short text classification problem. Fig. 3 shows
some examples of search snippets for the App “Plant Vs.
Zombies” from Google.
• Context Log. Smart mobile devices can capture the historical context data and the corresponding App usage records
of users through context-rich device logs, or context logs
for short. For example, Table 1 shows an example of context log which contains several context records, and each
context record consists of a timestamp, the most detailed
contextual information at that time, and the corresponding App usage record captured by the mobile device. The
contextual information at a time point is represented by
several contextual features (e.g., Day name, Time range, and
Location) and their corresponding values (e.g., Saturday,
AM8:00-9:00, and Home), which can be annotated as contextual feature-value pairs. Moreover, App usage records can
be empty (denoted as “Null”) because users do not always
use Apps. In Table 1, location related raw data in the context logs, such as GPS coordinates or cell IDs, have been
transformed into semantic locations such as “Home” and
“Work Place” by a location mining approach [20]. The basic
idea of such approach is to find the clusters of user positions and recognize their semantic meanings through the
time pattern analysis.

TABLE 1
Example of Context Log from a Mobile User in Our Real-World Data Set
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In this section we first introduce how to extract effective
textual and contextual features for App classification from
both Web knowledge and real-world contextual information, respectively. Then we also introduce how to integrate these features into a state-of-the-art machine learning
model for training App classifier.

Fig. 4. Framework of our App classification approach.

3.2 Overview of Our Approach
The proposed approach for mobile App classification consists of two main stages. First, we collect many context logs
from mobile users, and extract both Web knowledge based
features and real-world contextual features for the Apps
appearing in these logs. Second, we take advantage of the
machine learning model for training an App classifier. Fig. 4
illustrates the main framework of the proposed approach.
To be specific, given a target taxonomy ϒ, an App a and
a system-specified parameter K, our approach incorporates
the features extracted from both the relevant Web knowledge and contextual information of a to classify a into a
ranked list of K categories ca1 , ca2 , . . . , caK , among Nc leaf
categories {c1 , . . . , cNc } of ϒ.
When we utilize the machine learning model to train
App classifiers, the most important work is to select effective features. Intuitively, given an App a and its category
label c, the basic features that can reflect the relevance
between a and c are the words contained in the name of
a. Suppose that the name of App a consists of a set of
words {wai }, each wai can be considered as a relevant boolean
feature to the category label c. That is, the occurrence of
a word w can be denoted as f (w) = 1 while vise versa
we denote f (w) = 0. The weights of these features can
be learned in the training process of the machine learning
model.
A critical problem of this type of features is that the
lengths of App names are usually too short and the contained words are very sparse. As a result, it is difficult
to train an effective classifier by only taking advantage of
the words in App names. Moreover, the available training
data are usually with limited size and may not cover a
sufficiently large set of words for reflecting the relevance
between Apps and category labels. Therefore, a new App
whose partial, or all words in name do not appear in the
training data will not obtain accurate classification results if
the classifier is only based on the words in App names. To
this end, we should also take consideration of other effective features which can capture the relevance between Apps
and category labels. In the following section, we introduce
the features extracted from both the relevant Web knowledge and real-world contextual information for training an
App classifier.

4.1 Extracting Web Based Textual Features
In this subsection, we introduce how to leverage Web
knowledge for extracting additional textual features of
mobile Apps. To be specific, we investigate two such kinds
of textual features to capture the relevance between Apps
and the corresponding category labels, namely, Explicit
Feedback of Vector Space Model and Implicit Feedback of
Semantic Topics.
4.1.1 Explicit Feedback of Vector Space Model
This type of features exploits the top M results (i.e., search
snippets) returned by a Web search engine through leveraging the explicit feedback of Vector Space Model (VSM) [26].
Given an App a and its category label c, we first submit a’s
name to a Web search engine (e.g., via Google API in our
experiments). Then, for each of the top M results, we map
it to a category label in the App taxonomy ϒ by building
a Vector Space Model. There are three steps in the process
of mapping snippets to categories by VSM.
First, for each App category c, we integrate all top
M snippets returned by a Web search engine for some
pre-selected Apps labeled with c as a category profile dc .
Particularly, we remove all stop words (e.g., “of”, “the”) in
dc and normalize verbs and adjectives (e.g., “plays → play”,
“better → good”).
→
Second, we build a normalized words vector −
wc = dim[n]
for each App category c, where n indicates the number of
all unique normalized words in all category profiles. To be
specific, here we have
freqi,c
dim[i] = 
(1 ≤ i ≤ n),
i freqi,c

(1)

where freqi,c indicates the frequency of the i-th word in the
category profile dc .
Finally, for each snippet s returned for App a, we remove
the words which do not appear in any category profile and
build its normalized word vector −
w−→
a,s in a similar way. Then
→ and −
→
we calculate the Cosine distance between −
w−
wc as
a,s
similarity, that is,
−
−
→
w−→
a,s · wc
−
→
.
(2)
,
w
)
=
Similarity(−
w−→
a,s
c
→|| · ||−
→
||−
w−
wc ||
a,s
According to the similarity, we can map each snippet s to
the category c∗ , which satisfies,
−
→
w−→
(3)
c∗ = arg max Similarity(−
a,s , wc ).
c

Through the VSM, we can calculate a general label confidence score introduced in [11] by:
GConf (c, a) =

Mc,a
,
M

(4)
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Fig. 5. Graphical model of LDA, where M, N, and K are the number of
category profiles, words, and latent topics, respectively; α and β are the
prior parameters.

where Mc,a indicates the number of returned related search
snippets of a whose category labels are c after mapping.
Intuitively, the GConf score reflects the confidence that a is
labeled as c gained from Web knowledge. The larger the
score, the higher the confidence.
However, sometimes GConf score may not accurately
validate the relevance between c and a due to the noise category labels contained in the mapping list. In practice, we
find the more unique category labels contained in the mapping list, the more uncertainty for classification. Therefore,
we further define another score named general label entropy
to measure the uncertainty of App classification, which can
be calculated as follows:

P(ci ) log P(ci ),
(5)
GEnt(c, a) = −
ci =c
M¬c
c ,a

i
where P(ci ) = GConf ∗ (ci , a) = M¬c
, where M¬c is the
number of returned documents without category label
c. Intuitively, the GEnt score implies the effectiveness of
GConf score.

4.1.2 Implicit Feedback of Semantic Topics
Although the explicit feedback of VSM can capture the relevance between App and category label in terms of the
occurrences of words, it does not take consideration of the
latent semantic meanings behind words and may not work
well in some cases. For example, in VSM, the following
words “Game”, “Play” and “Funny” are treated as totally
different measures to calculate the distance between word
vectors. However, these words indeed have latent semantic relationships because they can be categorized into the
same semantic topic “Entertainment”. According to [23],
the latent semantic topics can improve the performance
of short & sparse text classification. Thus, here we study
the textual features which consider the implicit feedback of
semantic topics.
To be specific, we propose to leverage the widely used
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model [8] for learning
latent semantic topics. Therefore, according to LDA, a category profile dc is assumed to be generated as follows. First,
before generating a category profile, K prior conditional distributions of words given latent topics {φz } are generated
from a prior Dirichlet distribution β. Second, a prior latent
topic distribution θc is generated from a prior Dirichlet distribution α for each category c. Then, for generating the
j-th word in dc denoted as wc,j , the model firstly generates
a latent topic z from θc and then generates wc,j from φz .
Fig. 5 shows the graphical model of LDA.
The process of training LDA model is to learn proper
latent variables θ and φ for maximizing the posterior distribution of category profiles, i.e., P(dc |α, β, θ, φ). In this paper,

we take advantage of a Markov chain Monte Carlo method
named Gibbs sampling [15] for training LDA model. This
method begins with a random assignment of latent topics
to words for initializing the state of Markov chain. In each
of the following iterations, the method will re-estimate the
conditional probability of assigning a latent topic to each
word, which is conditional on the assignment of all other
words. Then a new assignment of latent topics to words
according to those latest calculated conditional probabilities
will be scored as a new state of Markov chain. Finally, after
several rounds of iterations, the assignment will converge,
which means each word is assigned a final latent topic.
After learning latent topics, we extract the features based
on the implicit feedback of semantic topics as follows.
Given an App a, we first leverage a Web search engine
to obtain the top M relevant snippets and remove the
words which do not appear in any category profile. Then,
we map each snippet s to a category by calculating the
KL-divergence between their topic distributions as:

P(zk |s)
P(zk |s)ln
,
(6)
DKL (P(z|s)||P(z|c)) =
P(zk |c)
k

where P(zk |c) = P(zk |dc ) and P(zk |s) ∝ P(z) P(ws |z) can be
obtained through the LDA training process. The category
c∗ with the smallest KL-divergence will be selected as the
label of s, that is,
c∗ = arg min DKL (P(z|s)||P(z|c)).
c

(7)

Finally, we calculate the topic confidence score for a given
category c as follows:
Ta,c
,
(8)
M
where Ta,c indicates the number of returned snippets for a
with the category label c. Intuitively, the TConf score reflects
the confidence that a is labeled as c with respect to latent
semantic topics. The larger the score, the higher the confidence. Moreover, we also calculate the topic based general
label entropy in similar way according to Equation 5.
TConf (a, c) =

4.2 Extracting Real-World Contextual Features
In this subsection, we introduce how to extract effective
contextual features of mobile Apps from real-world context logs. To be specific, we study three types of contextual
features, namely, Pseudo Feedback of Context Vectors, Implicit
Feedback of Context Topics and Frequent Context Patterns.
4.2.1 Pseudo Feedback of Context Vectors
The first type of contextual features considers the feedback of context vectors. We assume that the usage of a
particular category of Apps is relevant to some contextual
feature-value pairs. To be specific, given the Apps in the
“Game/Strategy Game” category, they may be relevant to the
contextual feature-pairs (Day period: Evening) and (Location:
Home), respectively. Based on this assumption, similar to
the VSM-based approach introduced in Section 4.1.1, we
build a context vector for each App category as follows.
First, for each pre-selected and labeled App a, we collect
all context records which record the usage of App a from
the context logs of many mobile users.

ZHU ET AL.: MOBILE APP CLASSIFICATION WITH ENRICHED CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION
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TABLE 2
Context Topic z Learnt by LDAC from Our Real-World Data
Set, Where Each P(p|z) > 0.5

Fig. 6. Graphical model of LDAC, where M, N, F, K are the number of
context profiles, contextual feature-value pairs, contextual features, and
latent context topics, respectively; α, β and γ are the prior parameters.

Second, we extract the contexts in these context records
which consist of contextual feature-value pairs and build a
context profile Ra = {(pi , freqi,a )} for each App a from these
contexts, where pi denotes a contextual feature-value pair
appearing in these contexts and freqi,a indicates the corresponding frequency. Similarly, we can build the context
profile Rc for each category c by combining all the context
profiles of the pre-selected Apps labeled with c.
Last, we can define the context vector of App a as
−
→
a = dim[m], where m indicates the total number of unique
freqi,a
(1 ≤
contextual feature-value pairs and dim[i] =  freq
i,a
i
−
→
i ≤ m). Similarly, we can build a context vector c for
each category c according to Rc .
After building the context vectors for App categories,
we can take the feedback of the pseudo category based
on context similarity as a contextual feature. To be specific, given an App a and a category label c, we first
−
→
build the context vector of a denoted as a and then
−
→
calculate the Cosine distance between a and all App categories’ context vectors. Finally, we rank category labels
in descending order according to their Cosine similarity
−
→
to a . Particularly, we define the pseudo category c∗ by
−
→ −
→
c∗ = arg max Similarity(a , c ) and calculate the category
c
rank distance by:
CRDistance(a, c) = Rk(c) − Rk(c∗ ) = Rk(c) − 1,

(9)

where Rk(c) denotes the rank of category c obtained
by comparing vector distances to a. Intuitively, the
CRDistance ∈ [0, Nc ), where Nc indicates the number of
leaf nodes in the App taxonomy ϒ. Obviously, the smaller
the distance, the more likely the category label c is the
correct label.

4.2.2 Implicit Feedback of Context Topics
Although the pseudo feedback of context vectors can capture the relevance between Apps and category labels in
terms of the occurrences of contextual feature-value pairs,
it does not take consideration of the latent semantic meanings behind contextual information. Similarly as discussed
in Section 4.1.2, we observe that many contextual featurevalue pairs have some latent semantic meanings, e.g., (Day
period: Evening), (Is a holiday?: Yes) and (Location: Home)
may all imply the latent context topic “Relax”. Intuitively,
these context topics may capture the relationships between
Apps and category labels more accurately. For example,
we observe that “Games” are often played in the contexts
belong to topic “Relax”, while “Business Apps” are often
used in the contexts belong to topic “Working”. Thus, here

we also investigate the implicit feedback of context topics
for App classification.
An intuitive approach for discovering these context topics is leveraging topic models, i.e., take the context profile
Rc of each category c as document and each contextual
feature-value pairs as words. However, a critical challenge
when utilizing existing topic models, e.g., LDA, for modeling contexts is that context values are not only influenced
by latent context topics but also by context features. For
example, BlueTooth information can only be got when user
opens BlueTooth sensor, and location information often
cannot be obtained in underground subways due to the
lack of GPS/cell ID information. Therefore, to accurately
model context information, in this paper we also leverage
the extended Latent Dirichlet Allocation on Context model
(LDAC) [6] for mining latent context topics.
In the LDAC model, a context profile Rc of category c is
generated as follows. Firstly, a prior context topic distribution θRc is generated from a prior Dirichlet distribution α.
Secondly, a prior contextual feature distribution πRc is generated from a prior Dirichlet distribution γ . Then, for the
i-th contextual feature-value pair in Rc , a context topic zRc ,i
is generated from θRc , a contextual feature fRc ,i is generated
from πRc , and the value of fRc ,i denoted as vRc ,i is generated
from the distribution φzRc ,i ,fRc ,i . Moreover, there are totally
K × F prior distributions of contextual feature-value pairs
{φk,f } which follow a Dirichlet distribution β. Fig. 6 shows
the graphical representation of the LDAC model. According
to the model, we have
P(Rc , θRc , zRc , πRc , |α, β, γ )
= P(θRc |α)P( |β)P(πRc |γ )

N

P(vRc ,i |zRc ,i , fRc ,i , )P(fRc ,i |πRc )P(zRc ,i |θRc ) ,
×
i=1

where = {φk,f } and zRc = {zRc ,i }. In this paper, we leverage the Gibbs sampling based approach introduced in [6]
for training LDAC model. After training process, we can
obtain the probabilities P(p|z) and P(z|Rc ), where p is the
contextual feature-value pair. Table 2 shows an example of
a context topic learnt by LDAC from our real-world data
set, which may indicate the context of relax time.
Given an App a, we first obtain its context profile Ra
from historical context log database. Then for each category
label c, we calculate the KL-divergence between their topic
distributions:
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DKL (P(z|Ra )||P(z|Rc )) =


k

P(zk |Ra )ln

P(zk |Ra )
,
P(zk |Rc )

(10)

TABLE 3
Examples of Mined Frequent Context Patterns


where P(z|Ra ) ∝ P(z) P(p|z) (p ∈ Ra ). Finally, we rank
category labels in ascending order according to their KLdivergence. Particularly, we define the pseudo category c∗
by c∗ = arg min DKL (P(z|Ra )||P(z|Rc )), and for each given
c
category label c we calculate the Topical Rank Distance by:
TRDistance(a, c) = Rk(c) − Rk(c∗ ) = Rk(c) − 1,

(11)

where Rk(c) denotes the rank of category label c obtained
by comparing KL-divergences. Intuitively, the TRDistance ∈
[0, Nc ), where Nc indicates the number of category labels.
Obviously, the smaller the distance, the more likely c is the
correct label.

4.2.3 Frequent Context Patterns
When leveraging above contextual features, we regard
each unique context feature-value pair as an independent measure for the relevance between contexts and
the usage of a particular category of Apps. However,
recently some researchers pointed out that some context
feature-value pairs are mutually related rather than separate elements and their co-occurrences are relevant to
App usage as well [10]. To be specific, given a context
“{(Day period: Evening), (Location: Home)}” and a record
of the usage of App a, the usage of a may be relevant to the co-occurrence of feature-pairs (Day period:
Evening) and (Location: Home) but not relevant to (Time
range: PM10:00-11:00) or (Location: Home) separately. Along
this line, we study a contextual feature to capture the
relevance between the co-occurrence of contextual featurevalue pairs and the App usage. Specifically, we take advantage of the frequent context patterns for App classification as
follows.
According to the introduction in Section 3, given an App
a and many context logs {l}, we can find some combinations of contextual feature-value pairs which are relevant
to the usage of a as frequent context patterns from {l}.
However, it is not a trivial work to mine these context patterns. As pointed out by Cao et al. [10], the amounts of
context data and App usage records are usually extremely
unbalanced, which makes it difficult to mine such context patterns through traditional association rule mining
approaches. An alternative approach is only leveraging
the context records with non-empty App usage records.
However, it will lose the discriminative information on
how likely no App will be used under a particular context.
Fortunately, some researchers have studied this problem
and proposed some novel algorithms for mining such
context patterns. For example, Cao et al. [10] proposed
a novel algorithm called GCPM (Generating Candidates
for behavior Pattern Mining) for mining such context
patterns, which are referred to as behavior patterns in
their work, by utilizing different ways of calculating supports and confidences. In an incremental work of [10],
Li et al [18] proposed a more efficient algorithm named
BP-Growth for solving this problem. In this paper, we
leverage the BP-Growth algorithm for mining frequent
context patterns. The basic idea of the algorithm is partitioning the original context logs into smaller sub-context

logs for reducing the mining space and mining frequent
context patterns in these sub-context logs. Table 3 illustrates
some examples of frequent context patterns mined from
context logs.
It is worth noting that the mining is performed on individual users’ context logs because merging all context logs
may normalize the relevance between contexts and App
usage. For example, given several users who usually play
action games in buses and several users usually play other
games in buses. If we try to discover the relevance between
contexts and App usage by merging all users’ context logs,
we may falsely conclude that “In a bus’’ has no significant relevance with the usage of any category of Apps.
In contrast, we can discover “In a bus” is both relevant
to action games and other games according to different
people by taking into account each user’s context log separately. After mining frequent context patterns, we regard
the occurrences of relevant frequent context patterns as
boolean features for determining a proper category label
for a in a similar way of leveraging the words in App
names.

4.3 Training Mobile App Classifier
After extracting both textual and contextual features, the
remaining work is to train an efficient classifier, which can
integrate multiple effective features for classifying Apps.
Actually, for this problem, a lot of supervised classification models, such as Naive Bayes, SVMs, Decision Tree
and Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) can be taken advantage
of in our framework for App classification. Among them,
in this paper we propose to leverage MaxEnt for training a
mobile App classifier due to three major reasons [23], [24]:
1) MaxEnt is robust and successfully applied to a wide
range of NLP tasks, such as POS tagging, and other
classification problems. It is proven to perform better
than other alternative models in classifying insufficient
and sparse data. 2) Compared with other classification
approaches, MaxEnt is more flexible to incorporate different types of features, such as the various features extracted
from a Web search engine and real-world context logs.
3) MaxEnt is very efficient in processes of both training and
testing, which is suitable for deployment on mobile devices.
In our problem, MaxEnt defines the conditional probability of a category label c given an observation App name
a as:

1
λi fi (a, c)),
(12)
exp(
P(c|a) =
Z(a)
i


where Z(a) = c exp( i λi fi (a, c)) is a normalization factor,
each fi (a, c) denotes a feature function, and λi indicates the
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TABLE 4
Types of Contextual Information in Our Data Set

weight of fi (a, c). Given a training data set D = {a(i) , c(i) }N
i=1 ,
the objective of training a MaxEnt model is to find a set
of parameters = {λi } that maximize the conditional loglikelihood:

L( |D) = log
P (c(i) |a(i) ).
(13)
d∈D

To be specific, we can leverage many machine learning algorithms to train MaxEnt model, such as Improved
Iterative Scaling (IIS) [13] and Limited-Memory BFGS
(L-BFGS) [21]. In this paper, according to the comparison results of algorithms for maximum entropy parameter
estimation in [21], we leverage the most efficient algorithm L-BFGS for model training. Once the parameters
have been learned by using a training data set, we
can infer the category label c∗T for the test App aT as
c∗T = arg max P(cT |aT , ).
cT

5

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

In this section, we evaluate our approach through systematic empirical comparisons with two state-of-the-art
baselines on a real-world data set.

5.1 Experimental Set Up and Data Set
The data set used in the experiments is collected from
443 volunteers by a major manufacturer of smart mobile
devices (i.e., Nokia Corporation), during the period of
2007 to 2008 in U.K. Specifically, all the volunteers were
requested to install a data collection client in their Nokia
S60 smart phones. The client can run in background and
collect rich context data such as GPS data, system information, GSM data, sensor data, and App usage records, with
fixed sampling rate. For each mobile device, the client software automatically uploads the collected data to the server
through the GPRS/Wi-Fi Internet. In the server, context logs
are built from the collected context data and interaction

Fig. 7. Distribution of (a) number of mobile Apps with respect to the
name length, and (b) number of unique words in App names with
respect to their appearing frequency in our real-world date set.

records for each volunteer. In this data set, all these 443
users used 680 unique mobile Apps, and their context logs
contain total 8,852,187 context records spanning for from
several weeks to several months. Some similar public data
sets can be found in [1], [2].
Table 4 shows the concrete types of context data the data
set contains. Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the number
of mobile Apps with respect to the name length and the
distribution of the number of unique words in App names
with respect to their appearing frequency in our real-world
date set, which clearly validates the sparseness of textual
information in App names.
In the experiments, we manually define a two-level App
taxonomy based on the taxonomy of Nokia Store, which
contains 9 level-1 categories and 27 level-2 categories.
Table 5 shows the details of our App taxonomy.
We invited three human labelers who are familiar with
smart mobile devices and Apps to manually label the total
680 Apps with the 27 level-2 category labels. For each
App, each labeler gave the most appropriate category label
by his (or her) own usage experience (all the Apps in
the experiments can be downloaded through Nokia Store).
The final label of each App was voted by three labelers.
Particularly, for more than 95% apps, the three labelers
gave the same labels. Fig. 8 shows the category distribution of the labeled Apps. From this figure, we can observe
that the category labels of the Apps in our data set cover
all nine level-1 categories and the distribution is relatively
even.

5.2 Benchmark Methods
In this paper, we adopt two state-of-the-art baselines to
evaluate the performance of our classification approach.
To the best of our knowledge, there is only one relevant approach has been reported in recent years, which

TABLE 5
Predefined Two-Level Taxonomy in Our Experiments

Fig. 8. App distribution of different level-1 category labels in our data
set.
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can be directly leveraged for automatic App classification. Therefore, we leverage this approach as the first
baseline.
Word Vector based App Classifier (WVAC) is introduced in [20], which is adapted from the Web query
classification approach proposed by Cao [11] for App usage
record normalization. To be specific, given an App a, it
directly calculates the Cosine similarity between category
→, and label a with
→
w
word vector −
wc and App word vector −
a
→
→).
∗
∗
wc , −
w
category c i.i.f. c = arg maxc Similarity(−
a
The second baseline is originally developed for short
& sparse text classification, which can be extended for
classifying Apps.
Hidden Topic based App Classification (HTAC) is introduced in [23], whose main idea is to learn hidden topics for
enriching original short & sparse texts. To be specific, this
approach adds semantic topics as additional textual features and integrate them with words for classifying short
& sparse texts. To leverage this approach for classifying
mobile Apps, we first extract the semantic topics by the
approach introduced in Section 4.1.2, and then combine
them with the words in App names for training a MaxEnt
classifier.

5.3 Evaluation Metrics
To reduce the uncertainty of splitting the data into training and test data, in the experiments we utilize ten-fold
cross validation to evaluate each classification approach.
To be specific, we first randomly divide 680 Apps into
ten equal parts, and then use each part as the test data
while using other nine parts as the training data in ten test
rounds. Finally, we report the average performance of each
approach in the ten rounds of tests. To evaluate the classification performance of each approach, we leverage three
metrics as follows.
N
P@K
Overall Precision@K is calculated by n=1N n , where
N indicates the number of apps in the test data set and
P@Kn indicates the precision for the n-th test App with a set
of top K predicted category labels CK from a classification
∗ ∈C )
K
, where c∗ denotes
approach. To be specific, P@K = δ(c |K|
the ground truth of category label for a test App, and δ(∗)
denotes a boolean function of indicating whether ∗ is true
(δ(∗) = 1) or false (δ(∗) = 0).
N
n=1 R@Kn
, where
Overall Recall@K is calculated by
N
R@Kn denotes the recall for the n-th test App with a set
of top K predicted category labels CK from a classification
approach. To be specific, R@K = δ(c∗∈ CK ).
N

F@K

Overall F1 Score is calculated by n=1N n , where F@Kn
denotes the F1 score for the n-th test App with a set of top K
predicted category labels CK from a classification approach.
To be specific, F@K = 2×P@K×R@K
P@K+R@K .

5.4 Overall Results and Analysis
In order to study the contribution of Web knowledge based
textual features and contextual features in our approach,
we compare four MaxEnt models with different features,
namely, ME-W (MaxEnt with Words), ME-T (MaxEnt with
words + Web knowledge based Textual features), ME-C (MaxEnt
with words + Contextual Features) and ME-T-C (MaxEnt with

words + Web knowledge based Textual features + Contextual
Features). Because we treat the words in App names as basic
features, all models take advantage of this kind of features
by default.
In our experiments, we choose Google as our Web search
engine to obtain the relevant snippets of Apps, and set
the number of search results M to be 10, which equals
to the number of search results in one search page. Each
search snippet is normalized by Stop-Words Remover [4]
and Porter Stemmer [5]. The number of latent topic K for
both our approach and baseline HTAC are set to 20 according to the estimation approach introduced in [6], [33]. Two
parameters α and β for training LDA model are set to be
50/K and 0.1 according to [16]. The parameters for training
LDAC model are set as similar as [6]. The settings of context pattern mining approach BP-Growth are similar to [18].
To avoid over fitting in the training process of MaxEnt
model, we also use Gaussian prior for parameter as similar as [22]. Moreover, both our approach and the baselines
are implemented by standard C++ and the experiments are
conducted on a 3GHZ×4 quad-core CPU, 3G main memory PC. Here, we evaluate the overall Precision@K, overall
Recall@K and overall F1 score with different K for each classification approach. To be specific, we set the maximum K
to be 5.
Fig. 9(a) compares the average overall Precision@K of two
baseline methods WVAC, HTAC and our approach with
different features, namely, ME-W, ME-T, ME-C and ME-TC in the ten rounds of tests. First, from the figure we can
observe that the classification performance of only leveraging the short & sparse texts in App names (i.e., ME-W)
is very limited. Second, compared with the two baselines
WVAC and HTAC, the average overall Precision@K of our
approaches ME-T, ME-C and ME-T-C is improved consistently. To be specific, for the top 1 results (i.e., given
K = 1), the improvement is more than 9% (ME-T), 6%
(ME-C) and 19% (ME-T-C) with respect to WVAC, and
22%, 19% and 34% with respect to HTAC. Third, comparing
ME-T and ME-C, we can observe that the Web knowledge
based textual features are slightly more effective than contextual features though both of them effectively improve
the performance of App classification than ME-W, which
only leverages the words in App names. Last, ME-T-C outperforms all other approaches in terms of average overall
Precision@K. The average improvement than ME-W across
different K is more than 70% (the improvement exceeds
110% given K = 1), which clearly validates our motivation of leveraging both Web knowledge based textual
features and real-world contextual features for improving
the performance of App classification.
Similarly, Fig. 9(b) compares the average overall
Recall@K of ME-W, ME-T, ME-C, ME-T-C and two baselines
with respect to different K in the ten rounds of tests. From
this figure we can observe that our approaches outperform the baselines and ME-T-C has the best performance.
Another observation is that the average overall Recall@K
of each test approach increases with the increase of K,
which is reasonable because the probability that the ground
truth category label is covered by the predicted results will
increase with more predicted category labels. Moreover,
Fig. 9 (c) compares the average overall F1 score of all
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Fig. 9. Overall performance of each classification approach with different evaluation metrics in the cross validation. (a) Overall Precision@K. (b)
Overall Recall@K. (c) Overall F1 Score.

test approaches in the ten rounds of tests. From this figure we can observe that ME-T-C consistently outperforms
other approaches and ME-W has the worst classification
performance in terms of F1 score.
Particularly, we conduct a series of paired T-test of
0.95 confidence level which show that the improvements
of our approaches ME-T-C on overall Precision@K, overall Recall@K and overall F1 score with different K to other
approaches are all statistically significant.
We also study the variances of overall Precision@K, overall Recall@K and overall F1 score of all test approaches
in the ten-fold cross validation with K ∈ [1, 5]. Table 6,
Table 7, and Table 8 show the mean deviations of these
metric values of each approach in the ten rounds of tests.
From these tables we can observe that the variances of
all other approaches are consistently smaller than ME-W,
which implies that taking advantage of additional features other than the limited textual information in App
names can improve the robustness of App classification.
Moreover, ME-T-C has the smallest mean deviations on all
metrics with different K, which implies that it has the best
robustness among all test approaches.
From the above experiments, we can draw the conclusions as follows: 1) All other approaches outperform
ME-W, which implies the textual information in App names
is insufficient for classifying Apps effectively and leveraging additional features can improve the classification
performance dramatically. 2) The MaxEnt model with Web
knowledge based textual features, i.e., ME-T, outperforms
the two baselines WVAC and HTAC, which indicates that
the combination of multiple Web knowledge based textual
features and basic App name based features is more effective than single Web knowledge based textual features for
App classification. 3) The MaxEnt model with contextual
TABLE 6
Mean Deviations of Precision@K of Each Classification
Approach with Different K in the Ten-Fold
Cross Validation

features ME-C also outperforms two baselines, which validates the effectiveness of relevant contexts for improving
the App classification performance. 4) The MaxEnt model
which combines the Web knowledge based textual features
and real-world contextual features, i.e., ME-T-C, outperforms both ME-T and ME-C, which indicates the integration
of two kinds of additional features in the MaxEnt model can
achieve the best performance.

5.5 The Efficiency of Our Approach
Our approach consists of an offline part and an online part.
In the offline part, the time cost of our approach majorally
comes from the training cost for the MaxEnt model. Fig. 10
shows the convergence curves of ME-W, ME-T, ME-C and
ME-T-C by measuring their log likelihood for the training
data set in one of the ten test rounds. From these figures we
can observe that the L-BFGS training of all approaches converges quickly. We can also find that the objective function
value of ME-T-C converges to a better optima compared
to other approaches, and the objective function value of
ME-W converges to the worst optima point compared with
other approaches. The convergence curves for other test
rounds follow the similar trend. Moreover, each iteration
of L-BFGS training averagely costs 2.8 milliseconds for
TABLE 7
Mean Deviations of Recall@K of Each Classification Approach
with Different K in the Ten-Fold Cross Validation

TABLE 8
Mean Deviations of F1 Score of Each Classification Approach
with Different K in the Ten-Fold Cross Validation
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TABLE 9
Case Study of the App Classification Results of Different
Approaches

Fig. 10. Objective function values per iteration of training ME-W, ME-T,
ME-C and ME-T-C.

ME-W, 8 milliseconds for ME-T, 15 milliseconds for MEC and 18 milliseconds for ME-T-C, respectively. We also
show the curves of training accuracy with respect to training iterations of all above approaches in Fig. 11, where
training accuracy denotes the classification accuracy of the
trained model on the training data. Similarly to the curves
of log likelihood, we can observe that the training accuracy curves of all approaches converge quickly and ME-T,
ME-C and ME-T-C can achieve a high training accuracy
while ME-W can only achieve about 65% training accuracy
at best.
In the online part, we need to submit App names to a
Web search engine for getting the relevant snippets. Indeed,
this process can be very fast for a commercial search engine
thus it is not a crucial efficiency problem. The other online
cost of our approach comes from feature generation, such
as calculating label/topic confidence, calculating category
rank distance and mining context patterns. Actually, the
main processes of these tasks can be calculated offline in
advance. To be specific, both VSM and LDA/LDAC models
can be trained offline and the context patterns can also be
mined in advance and stored in the server. In this case, the
online process for generating features will be very fast (less
than 100 millisecond in our experiments).

5.6 Case Study of App Classification
In addition to the studies on the overall performance of all
test approaches, we also manually study the case in which
our approach outperforms the baselines.
For example, Table 9 shows an example of the App classification results of different test approaches with respect
to different features. In this example, the test App is “Snake
3D”, which is a popular action games thus the ground truth

Fig. 11. Values of training accuracy per iteration of training ME-W, ME-T,
ME-C and ME-T-C.

category label is “Game/Action Game”. From the results we
can observe that the approach which only leverages the
words in App name, i.e., ME-W, cannot give the correct
label in the top three results. The two baselines (i.e., WVAC
and HTAC) gave the correct label in the third position.
Moreover, the Web knowledge based textual feature and
contextual feature based approaches (i.e., ME-T and ME-C)
gave the correct label in the second position. In contrast,
our approach which combines both Web knowledge based
textual features and contextual features (i.e., ME-T-C) gave
the correct label in the top one position.
We can have some interesting insights from this case.
Specifically, first, the Web knowledge based textual features,
i.e., the relevant snippets and topics, can reflect that the
App is probably a game but cannot determine whether it
is an action game. By further considering the relevant context patterns, we can find that it is usually played in a quiet
and relaxing environment with long time to play (in holiday evenings at home with silent profile), which implies it
is probably an action game since such environment eases
users to finish action tasks. Thus, by considering both types
of features, ME-T-C made a more accurate classification
result for the App.

5.7 App Usage based User Segmentation
Except for directly evaluating the classification performance
of our approach (i.e. ME-T-C), we also study its effectiveness of segmenting users with respect to their App
usage. Specifically, the user segmentation aims to cluster
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Fig. 12. Distributions of the number of used (a) Apps, and (b) categories
with respect to the number of users.

Fig. 13. Segmentation performance based on (a) original App vectors,
and (b) App category vectors.

users according to their similarities of App usage, which
can motivate many useful services, such as App recommendation and user habit analysis. However, it is not a
trivial work to effectively segment users with respect to
their historical App usage, since the original App distribution is very sparse in users’ App usage records. For
example, Fig. 12(a) shows the distribution of the number of used Apps with respect to number of users in our
data set. From this figure we can observe that the distribution is very sparse, and each App only have 11 users
on average. If we leverage these Apps for measuring user
similarity, it will be very hard to obtain good segmentation
performance. Fortunately, if we map each original App to
a predefined category labels, the sparsity can be reduced.
Fig. 12(b) shows the distribution of the number of used
App categories (i.e., classified by ME-T-C) with respect to
the number of users in our data set. From this figure we can
find that the distribution is relatively even, and each App
category have 270 users on average. Intuitively, using these
category labels for user segmentation may obtain better
performance.
Specifically, in this sub-section we first cluster the users
according to their similarities of App usage which are calculated by the Cosine similarities between their original App
vectors and App category vectors, respectively, and compare their performance. The original App vector of user u
→
is denoted as −
ua = dim[n] , where n = 680 is the number
freqi,u
, where freqi,u
of all unique original Apps. dim[i] =  freq

number of App category vectors and original App vectors
based approaches are 7 and 15, respectively.
To evaluate the segmentation performance, we leverage
the provided questionnaires in the data set. The questionnaires are filled by the 443 volunteers, which contain serval
App usage related questions, which can indicate the user
preferences accurately. The main questions include Which
(kinds of) Apps do you use most frequently?, Which (kinds of)
Apps do you most interested in? and Which (kinds of) Apps do
you dislike most?. In this experiment, we also invite three
human evaluators to judge the segmentation performance.
Specifically, for each user cluster C, the three evaluators
should first read the questionnaires filled by users belong
to C, and judge the segmentation performance with a score
from 0 (worst) to 2 (best) according to their own perspective. At last, we use the average score for judging the
performance of user segmentation.
Fig. 13(a) and (b) show the evaluation results for each
user cluster mined based on original App vectors and App
category vectors, respectively. From these figures we can
observe that the App category vector based segmentation
outperforms the original App vectors based segmentation,
which is because the App categories can reduce the sparsity of original App space and thus can capture the user
similarity much better. It also indicates the effectiveness of
our approach ME-T-C.
We also study the user clusters based on App categories and find all of them have obvious relevance with
particular App category preferences. For example, Fig. 14
shows the values of each App category dimension for the
users in one randomly selected clusters C5 with box plots.
From this figure we can clearly see that the users in the
cluster dramatically have high values in some App category dimensions, which implies they have the preferences
of the corresponding App categories. To be specific, the

i

i,u

is the frequency of i-th App in u’s historical context log.
Similarly, the App category vector of user u is denoted
→
as −
uc . To efficiently segment users, we utilize a clustering algorithm proposed in [12], which does not require
a parameter to indicate the number of clusters but only
needs a parameter to indicate the minimum average mutual
similarity Smin for the data points in each cluster. The average mutual
 similarity for a user cluster C is calculated as
2×

1≤i<j≤N

Sim(ui ,uj )

C
SC =
, where NC indicates the number
NC ×(NC −1)
of users in C and Sim(ui , uj ) denotes the Cosine similarity
between the i-th user and the j-th user in C.
For the clusters based on App category vectors, Smin is
empirically set to be 0.8. However, for the clusters based on
original App vectors, it is difficult to select a proper Smin
because there exist rare pairs of users whose similarities
are relatively big when the similarity is calculated based on
the sparse original App space. Through several trials, we
choose Smin = 0.3 for those clusters since in this case the
results look relatively good. After clustering, the clusters

Fig. 14. Values of each App category dimension for the users in C5 with
box plots.
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users in C5 seem to like the 9-th and 10-th App categories which indicate the categories “Game/Action Game”
and “Game/Strategy Game”.

6

C ONCLUDING R EMARKS

In this paper, we studied the problem of automatic App
classification. A critical problem along this line is the contextual information in App names is insufficient and sparse
for achieving a good classification performance. To this
end, we proposed a novel approach for classifying mobile
Apps by leveraging both Web knowledge and relevant realworld context. To be specific, we first extracted several Web
knowledge based textual features by taking advantage of
a Web search engine. Then, we also leveraged real-world
context logs which record the usage of Apps and corresponding contexts to extract relevant contextual features.
Finally, we integrated both types of features into a widely
used MaxEnt model for training an App classifier. The
experiments on a real-world data set collected from 443
mobile users clearly show that our approach outperforms
two state-of-the-arts baselines.
Although our current approach is both efficient and
effective for solving the problem of automatic App classification, it is still an open problem about how to embed
this approach into mobile devices. Since mobile devices
have very limited computing resources, it is necessary to
design a more effective service framework. Moreover, different users may have different App usage behaviors, thus
how to integrate such personal preferences into contextual
feature extraction will be an interesting research direction.
Finally, in our future research, we also plan to combine
our classification approach with other context-aware services, such as context-aware App recommender system, to
enhance user experiences.
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